GDPR and other major privacy regulation compliance made easy

Smart Global Privacy’s software solution augmented by AI, blockchain and machine learning simplifies, minimises risks, cost and time of privacy compliance for organisations of all kind in the world across 700 verticals, on GDPR and on other local and extraterritorial ongoing regulations.

Organisations are facing three fundamental questions when it comes to GDPR and other major privacy regulations: How to become compliant? How to stay compliant? Who to work with?

Smart Global Privacy develops the Smart Global Compliance Booster™, a SaaS solution that enables customers to simplify, accelerate and secure the compliance and maintenance process. The software uses AI, Blockchain and machine learning to enable organisations of all kinds to comply with legislation across different jurisdictions.

In addition, their Smart Marketplace® offers customers access to find complementary GDPR and other major privacy regulation products and services, like consultants, trainers, lawyers and software vendors.

Smart Global Privacy is the first company with a software solution for compliance management certified by AFAQ Personal Data Protection.
Competitive Advantages

- Preconfigured for 55,000 jobs and 700 sectors of activity
- All the possible automated tasks for privacy compliance have been automated
- Supports local, sectoral and extraterritorial regulations worldwide

Target Markets

- Global consulting firms
- Global and local law firms
- Local IT vendors
- Data Protection Officers from SMB to global companies, from public services or from charities

Use Cases

With the help of Smart Global Privacy, insurance company AssurOne managed to:
- Reduce external consulting costs by 8x
- Reduce delays to achieve a compliance plan for itself and its 2,500 agents
- Got return on investment of the yearly subscription price of Smart GDPR licence after 1 month only
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Smart Global Privacy™ is a scaleup proudly supported by EIT Digital Accelerator